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In the last five years, a spate of new books has investigated humanitarianism 
as a set of transnational institutions, a problematic moral system, a geopolitical 
weapon, and a principle of the post-Cold War international order. But what 
many of these critics have failed to understand is that humanitarianism is also 
a business – a huge business, worth more than $18 million a year. In 
Humanitarian Business, Thomas G. Weiss treats humanitarianism as an 
industry, explains why many of the policy decisions made by humanitarians 
are in response to market forces and argues that the marketization of 
compassion leads to enormous inefficiencies and unintended outcomes. 
 
Weiss begins by looking at the development of a market for humanitarian aid.   
He shows how, at the end of the Cold War, the dissolution of empires led to a 
rise in civil wars that vastly increased the number of displaced people in the 
world. The United States and Western European countries quickly began to 
see aid as a form of political action that could link superpowers to Third 
World client states. As a result, they dramatically increased funding for 
humanitarian aid. Aid also became a key part of war-fighting: as an element of 
a soft power strategy, humanitarian aid was seen as essential to winning the 
hearts and minds of non-combatants in complex military conflicts such as 
those in Iraq and Afghanistan. Because donor governments subscribed to the 
neoliberal notion that for-profit providers are more efficient than governments 
themselves, they created a market in which a plethora of NGOs and 
intergovernmental agencies soon bid on government contracts to provide 
humanitarian relief.  The result was to be expected: a dramatic increase in the 
number and size of humanitarian NGOs and for-profit corporations providing 
services, with some reaching annual budgets of more than $1 billion. 
 
Contrary to neoliberal dogma, Weiss argues, the marketization of 
humanitarian aid does not result in a lower cost or in the more efficient 
provision of services. Instead, he argues, unregulated market competition 
leads to a fragmented situation on the ground where humanitarian agencies 
withhold information from one another, duplicate services, refuse to 
coordinate efforts, and lose economies of scale. The situation is so bad, he 
argues that calling this a humanitarian system is “a misnomer unless the 
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adjective ‘feudal’ accompanies it” (p. 96). The result is that NGOs are 
constantly chasing contracts in order to reproduce themselves as business 
entities while, at the same time, market failures leave gaps in the provision of 
aid in a particular crisis and less visible emergencies are neglected altogether. 
 
Weiss’s argument that marketization leads humanitarian agencies to pay illicit 
bribes to belligerents is less compelling—it’s no doubt true that humanitarian 
agencies must sometimes pay belligerents to access the people they are trying 
to help, but it’s not clear that the marketization of aid is what drives this 
problem. But his second, less clearly developed point is what drives massive 
distortions in the aid game: he argues that when NGOs are dependent for their 
survival on contracts from donor governments, they become the adjuncts of 
belligerent states, and aid itself is transformed from succour into a weapon.   
The politicization of aid since 9/11 has so profoundly shaped the industry that 
the very notion of a humanitarian non-governmental organization has become 
suspect. When governments become the real clients, and displaced people 
become merely the means of production, NGOs are the adjuncts of states, no 
matter how independent they claim to be. 
 
One wishes, maybe, that Weiss’s book was based more on original research 
and less on recapping recent books by Barnett, Maren, Hopgood and others.   
A more detailed analysis of the market dynamics of the humanitarian industry- 
– including the influence of lobbying by provider organizations on that market  
– would have been extremely helpful. But Weiss has done a great service by 
saying out loud what observers of aid all know: that aid is not about altruism 
or compassion, but about cold, hard business logic and market dictates that 
shape what humanitarians will or will not provide to people in need. 
 
 
  
 


